Domain-averaged Fermi-hole analysis for solids.
The domain-averaged Fermi hole (DAFH) orbitals provide highly visual representation of bonding in terms of orbital-like functions with attributed occupation numbers. It was successfully applied on many molecular systems including those with non-trivial bonding patterns. This article reports for the first time the extension of the DAFH analysis to the realm of extended periodic systems. Simple analytical model of DAFH orbital for single-band solids is introduced which allows to rationalize typical features that DAFH orbitals for extended systems may possess. In particular, a connection between Wannier and DAFH orbitals has been analyzed. The analysis of DAFH orbitals on the basis of DFT calculations is applied to hydrogen lattices of different dimensions as well as to the solids diamond, graphite, Na, Cu and NaCl. In case of hydrogen lattices, remarkable similarity is found between the DAFH orbitals evaluated with both the analytical approach and DFT. In case of the selected ionic and covalent solids the DAFH orbitals deliver bonding descriptions, which are compatible with classical orbital interpretation. For metals the DAFH analysis shows essential multicenter nature of bonding.